
RED HAT ENTERPRISE LINUX 6 SECURITY

Focused on Red Hat Enterprise Linux but detailing concepts and techniques valid for all Linux systems, this guide
details the planning and the tools involved in.

New smart cards can be formatted and enrolled, meaning that new keys are generated and certificates
requested for the smart card automatically. The smart card lifecycle can be managed, as well, so that lost smart
cards can have their certificates revoked and expired certificates can be renewed. Medium The system must
prohibit the reuse of passwords within five iterations. Configuring this setting for the SSH daemon provides
additional assurance that remote login via SSH will require a password, even in the event of misconfiguration
elsewhere. The rsh service uses unencrypted network communications, which means that data from the login
session, including passwords and all other information transmitted during the session, can be stolen High The
rlogind service must not be running. Medium There must be no world-writable files on the system. V Medium
The operating system must conduct backups of system-level information contained in the information system
per organization defined frequency to conduct backups that are consistent with recovery time and recovery
point objectives. SSH trust relationships mean a compromise on one host can allow an attacker to move
trivially to other hosts. Protection of this file is important for system security. A log server loghost receives
syslog messages from one or more systems. System-level information includes system-state information,
operating system and application software, Removing it decreases the risk of those services' accidental or
intentional activation. A general purpose MAC architecture needs the ability to enforce an administratively-set
security policy over all processes and files in the system, basing decisions on labels containing a variety of
security-relevant information. NFS mounts should not present suid binaries to users. In this release, libvirt
features the new sVirt component. In almost all circumstances, files can be configured using a combination of
user and group permissions to support whatever Only vendor-supplied suid executables should be installed to
their default location on the local filesystem. V Medium The operating system must connect to external
networks or information systems only through managed IPv6 interfaces consisting of boundary protection
devices arranged in accordance with an organizational security architecture. Furthermore, the group-owner of
this file should not have any access privileges anyway. USB storage devices such as thumb drives can be used
to introduce unauthorized software and other vulnerabilities. Using the "-s" option causes the TFTP service to
only serve files from the given directory. High The rsh-server package must not be installed. Medium The
xinetd service must be disabled if no network services utilizing it are enabled. Medium The SSH daemon must
not allow host-based authentication. Medium The system boot loader configuration file s must be
group-owned by root. High The SSH daemon must not allow authentication using an empty password. V High
The TFTP daemon must operate in secure mode which provides access only to a single directory on the host
file system. High The rshd service must not be running. Medium The operating system must enforce
requirements for the connection of mobile devices to operating systems. Operating system backup is a critical
step in maintaining data assurance and availability. Decrypting Data However, if the passphrase is misplaced,
the encryption key cannot be used, and data on the encrypted storage device cannot be accessed.
Vendor-provided cryptographic certificates must be installed to verify the integrity of system software.
Accepting "secure" ICMP redirects from those gateways listed as default gateways has few legitimate uses.
Preventing reuse of previous passwords helps ensure that a compromised password is not reused by a user.
The telnet protocol uses unencrypted network communication, which means that data from the login session,
including passwords and all other information transmitted during the session, can be Using the sandbox,
system administrators can test the processing of untrusted content without damaging the system. NFS mounts
should not present device files to users. This feature allows for the recovery of an encrypted volume including
the root device even when the original passphrase is misplaced. It should be disabled unless it is absolutely
required. Accepting ICMP redirects has few legitimate uses. The xinetd service provides a dedicated listener
service for some programs, which is no longer necessary for commonly-used network services.


